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Overview

- What is the Push-Pull Boundary?
- Applying Push-Pull to a titanium supply network
- Maximize “Pull” benefits
- “Other” Considerations
- Conclusions
DEMAND CHARACTERISTICS & SUPPLY CHAIN DESIGN
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A Key Design Element: Push-Pull Supply Chains

The Supply Chain Time Line
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Defining the Push - Pull Boundary

18 Month Forecast

- Ti Sponge
- Shop A

Push material per forecast

Demand signal meets and enhances your forecast

Forecast “Push”
- Total volume
- Alloy & grade

Pull specific products per demand signal

Demand “Pull”
- Dimensions
- Quantity & location

Let’s look specifically at titanium plate……
Titanium Plate Example

Sponge to Slab at Mill = Months

Push material per forecast

Rolling Mill

Pull products per demand signal

Plate Mill to Shop = Weeks

Give me ½ inch plate instead of 3/8 inch at Shop A…

Additional opportunities to reduce Wastes….
Maximizing Benefits

The Push-Pull boundary is a leverage point
Position Buffer
LEAN focal point
Information focal point

If only it were so simple…….
Other Considerations

Goal = Maximizing profitability

Supply network metrics & goal alignment
“Part detail” information sharing       Partner capabilities
“Champions” at all levels
Conclusions:

Identifying the Push – Pull boundary creates leverage points to optimize your titanium supply network

Use these leverage points to maximize

• Inventory investments
• Decision making information
• Continuous improvement resources

Evaluate your titanium suppliers as potential “Champions”
Thank You
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